ELECTED MEMBERS OF THE MEDICAL BOARD:

Officers
Kent Garman – President [kgarman@stanford.edu]
Bruce Adornato – Past President [adornato@gmail.com]
Bryan Bohman – Vice President [bdbohman@yahoo.com]

Members-at-large (date indicates end of term)
‘06 member seats open this summer
Myriam Curet – MAL (general surgery) [mcuret@stanford.edu] (’07)
Carlos Esquivel – MAL (transplantation) [esquivel@stanford.edu] (’06)
Kelly Skeff – MAL (medicine) [skeff@stanford.edu] (’07)
Susan Sorenson – MAL (medicine/ hematology) [sksorensen@comcast.net] (’07)
Harvey Young – MAL (gastroenterology) [hyoung888@earthlink.net] (’06)

Deputy Chiefs
Richard Novak – Anesthesia [rjnov@yahoo.com]
Philip Oyer – Cardiovascular Surgery [oyer@stanford.edu] (appointed)
Jon Starr – Dermatology [jonstarr@pacbell.net]
Mike Trollope – General Surgery [drpolyp@med.stanford.edu]
James McCarrick – Gynecology [mccarrick@pamf.org]
Zubin Damania – Medicine [zubin@pacbell.net]
Peter Cassini – Neurology [pcassini@stanfordmed.org]
Cecil Chang – Neurosurgery [changc@pamf.org]
Judith Nevitt – Ophthalmology [seaandski100@yahoo.com]
Paul Mills – Orthopedics [bakake4@yahoo.com]
Robert Riley – Otolaryngology [rriley@slepsurgery.com]
Sarah Donaldson – Radiation Oncology [sarah2@stanford.edu] (appointed)
Diana Adams – Psychiatry [diana.adams@med.stanford.edu]
Jeffrey Reese – Urology [urovmc@ix.netcom.com]